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mixing-layer height by remote sensing
aerosol concentrations by in-situ measurements
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determination of the mixing-layer height
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Modified from Fig. 8.1 in „Meteorologie in Stichworten“, Borntraeger, Berlin Stuttgart 2000 stefan.emeis@imk.fzk.de
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Acoustic Remote sensing:
backscatter at thermal 
fluctuations and gradients
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height
time
  emit receive
monostatic SODAR: measuring principles
© Scintec, Tübingen
Emission of sound waves
into three directions:
in order to measure all three
components of the wind
(horizontal and vertical)
deduction: 
sound travel time         =  height
backscatter intensity =  turbulence
Doppler-shift =  wind speed
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frequency:   1500 Hz
range:          1300 m
resolution:        20 m
lowest
range gate: ca. 60 m
size of instrument:
height:        4 m
width:          1,50 m
length:       10 m
weight:        8 t
Reitebuch, O. und S. Emeis, 1998: SODAR-measurements for atmospheric research and environmental monitoring. 
Meteorologische Zeitschrift, N. F., 7, 11-14. 
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Daily variation of structure and height of the mixing layer 
example from a summer day
acoustic backscatter intensity                              horizontal wind                   
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Optical Remote sensing:
backscatter at aerosol particles,
insects, water droplets, ice, and snow
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Ceilometer/LIDAR measuring principle
detection: 
travel time of signal      = height
backscatter intensity    = particle size and number distribution
Doppler-shift                 = cannot be analyzed from ceilometer data
from LIDAR: velocity component in line of sight 
height
time
  emit receive
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ceilometer
about 1 m in size
normally mounted vertically
emits radiation at 0.7 µm (eyesafe)
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Difference between acoustic and optical remote sensing
acoustic remote sensing:
SODAR  sees
thermal structure of atmospheric boundary layer
wind and turbulence profiles
optical remote sensing:
ceilometer  sees
aerosol content of atmospheric boundary layer
(often this follows the thermal structure of the boundary layer but not 
always, advection and secondary formation of aerosols has influence, too)
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acoustic backscatter intensity acoustic backscatter intensity
height height
upper edge of 
high turbulence























MLH = Min (C1, C2)
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optical backscatter intensity
acoustic backscatter intensity
vertical gradient of optical backscatter intensity
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nocturnal inver-
sions dominate
CBL tops dominate days with strong winds without
diurnal variations
frequency distribution of MLH
Hannover, Germany, February 2002
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Monthly mean diurnal courses of mixing-layer height
Hannover, Germany 2002/03
Emeis, S., M. Türk, 2004: Frequency distributions of the mixing height over an urban area from SODAR data. 
Meteorol. Z., 13, 361-367.
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measurement of aerosol concentrations by in-situ 
measurements
using beta absorption
FH62 I-R, FH62 I-N
Source: www.atmosphere.mpg.de
ACCENT Global Change Magazine for Schools 
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case study: Hanover (Germany),
Göttinger St., 2001 – 2003
correlation of daily
mean values
avoids interferences from the
correltion of the daily courses of
MLH and emission source strength
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avoids interferences from the
correltion of the daily courses of
MLH and emission source strength
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case study: Inn valley January 2006
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Conclusions
correlation between MLH and PM is stronger in winter than in summer (lower MLH, less 
secondary formation of PM) (Munich)
PM concentrations in street canyon higher than at roof-top level, but no significant 
differences in correlation (Hanover)
correlation between MLH and PM is stronger for urban sites than for rural sites (Munich)
correlations for PM 10 and PM 2.5 with MLH are not significantly different (Hanover and 
Munich)
correlations for PM with MLH are usually less than those for NOx with MLH (50% to 70% 
for r2) (Hanover and Munich)
PM increases for longer periods with nearly constant MLH (Inn valley)
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Outlook
current acticities: 
Augsburg (combined ceilometer and sodar measurements (MLH) and
air quality measurements), impact of residential heating (biomass) on air quality
method is applicable for larger cities (effects of urban heat island on air quality and
public health)
MLH-air quality correlations are important data for evaluation and enhancement of
mesoscale numerical air quality simulation models
planned activities: 
TERENO (Terrestrial Environmental Observatories), HGF, one measurement site will
be in the pre-Alpine area
Santiago de Chile (HGF-initiative: „Risk Habitat Megycities“)
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Thank you for your attention
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